
 
TurningPoint Profit Point New Version 7  
 
Pick to Loading 
 
Ø 8 and 16 line RF device support.  
Ø Full RF picking, configurable by Pick Zone.  Clients define how they want a pick 

zone selected, RF, Paper, Labels, or a combination of RF and paper or labels. 
Ø System directed pick to tote ability.  This functionality allows clients to define 

pick zones, tote/box/case types, and have the system direct the selector to specific 
totes. 

Ø User defined case, tote, box labels. 
Ø Conveyor Merge and Truck loading Quality Assurance. 
Ø Random RF Quality Assurance. 
Ø Daily Pick control management views.   This allows management to track the 

progress of the picking, merging and truck loading from internal and external 
workstations.   Ability to drill down from daily pick control, to route prick control 
to stop pick control and the ability to see number of picks by pick zone before, 
during and after the pick shift.  

 
 
Base 7.0  
 
Ø Laser printed invoice including sort by multiple categories, custom logo’s by 

warehouse and customer, invoice recap to include tobacco breakdowns, residual 
pre books,  pre-books scheduled to ship on next order, and much more. 

Ø Laser printed Accounts Receivable statements. 
Ø Fully integrated Point of Sale for cash and Carry operations. 
Ø Direct Store Delivery handheld system allowing drivers to keep track of truck 

inventory and print invoices while at the store. 
Ø Drill down functionality for Customer, Vendor, and Item information.   This 

allows users to access critical information with very few keystrokes. 
Ø Enhanced Pick documentation. 
Ø Enhanced search functionality.  
Ø Streamlined order entry.  
Ø Base support for Cipher Com order collection. 
Ø Full labor Standards/Productivity module. 
Ø Automated End of Day process which allows for running End of Day with no 

operator intervention.  
Ø Full Multicat support.  
Ø Enhanced contract maintenance. 
Ø Redesigned bar coded order guides allowing selection by class and customer 

specific. 
Ø Bar coded shelf tags allowing for replacements to print at invoice time. 

 
And much more.   


